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1 Designing Arti�cial Neural Systems

A major consideration when using arti�cial neural networks (ANNs) is the design procedure.

This includes the architectural decisions (e.g. number of neurons, number of layers, connectivity)

and the selection of a learning algorithm. A number of approaches have been reported to

automate the design process. In classical ANNs there are examples of constructive algorithms

whereby ANN architectures are incrementally created [Fahlman and Lebiere, 1990] together

with the opposite approach of pruning networks which are initially too large (see [Reed, 1993]

for a survey). Another more fruitful approach has been to combine evolutionary computation

techniques and ANNs (see [Yao, 1993]).

Although the above design algorithms have produced interesting results, they are charac-

terised amongst other things by producing ANNs with stereotyped architecture. In order to

approach the computational complexity of biological neural systems new design methods are

needed to create ANNs with far greater architectural and functional variations.

We have sought to widen the scope of potential design mechanisms by investigating how

biological neural systems are created, namely embryonic development. Why, however, should

biological development be of interest to computer scientists and engineers who design arti�cial

neural networks? Development encompasses many powerful ideas including:

� Development produces a huge variety of neural systems re-using a hierarchy of compactly

encoded programmes. Variety is also generated based on self-organising interactions be-

tween neural components.

� Developmental programmes are robust to genetic errors and variations in the developmental

environment.

� Modularity is an intrinsic feature of development.

� Complex developmental programmes involving multiple variables and relations can be con-

trolled by only a few genes (or parameters).

The long-term aim of this work is to develop computational neural systems that are more

dynamic and adaptive. We would like a generic set of developmental mechanisms capable of

creating neural systems with a wide variety of di�erent architectures and functionalities, not

limited to stereotypical features. Our approach deliberately sits between the �elds of classical

arti�cial neural networks and computational neural science.
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2 Developmental Modelling

We have been implementing a 3 dimensional simulation of biological development, in which

neuron-to-neuron connectivity is created through interactive self-organisation [Rust et al., 1997,

Rust, 1998]. Development occurs in a number of overlapping stages, which govern how neurons

extend axons and dendrites (collectively termed neurites). Neurons grow within an arti�cial,

embryonic environment, into which neurons and their neurites emit local chemical gradients.

The growth of neurites is inuenced by the local gradients and the following sets of interacting,

developmental rules:

� Interactive growth rules enable growing neurites to branch in response to gradient

conditions within their local developmental environment.

� Interspersed with growth, spontaneous neural activity dynamically regulates the growth

rate of neurites.

� The cumulative e�ects of activity are used by pruning rules to remove ine�ective neurons

and synapses.

The developmental rules are controlled by parameters, much in the same way as gene ex-

pression levels can be thought of as parameters for biological development. By varying these

parameters, a variety of neuron and network morphologies can be achieved. Examples of indi-

vidual neurons are illustrated in Figure 1.

Developmental self-organisation provides the simulator with a number of attributes bene�cial

for neural system design. These include:

� Self-Regulation. Neurons are able to self-regulate their levels of innervation by inter-

acting with in-growing neurites. In this way neurons can adaptively determine both the

number of neurons to which they connect and the number of connections made. Self-

regulating growth also enables neurons to modify their rates of growth without an external

stopping criteria having to be imposed.

� Robustness. Neurons and networks are robust to noise during development, e.g. vari-

ations in the positions of neurons and parameter values. Networks with the same con-

nectivity patterns can be achieved using sets of similar parameters. Network design does

therefore not rely upon identifying a single, speci�c set of parameters which works under

only one set of initial conditions.

� Error Correction. Developing neurons can overgrow and make connections with neurons

that are ultimately of little signi�cance. It is not always possible to compensate for such

eventualities in advance and thus pruning is able to correct for these wiring errors. (Over-

growth can be viewed as a positive feature since it enables systems to explore alternative

con�gurations before pruning helps determine more optimal arrangements.)

Figure 1: Examples of 3 dimensional neurons grown using the developmental simulator. Somas

are represented as spheres.
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3 Developmental Evolution

Evolving the developmental simulator for a speci�c network then becomes equivalent to the

search for optimal sets of developmental parameters. A genetic algorithm (GA) is used as the

search tool in our approach.

� Evolution of Connectivity. Previously we have used a GA to evolve developmental

programmes which lead to the creation of arti�cial, edge-detecting retinas. Various ap-

proaches to guide the evolutionary process have been used, such as speci�c target retina

architectures [Rust et al., 1998] and a desired functionality [Bolouri et al., 1998]. An ex-

ample of this work is shown in Figure 2. Recent, on-going work has been investigating

evolution on the basis of the classi�cation of input images. In this case reinforcement

signals (reward/penalty) provide the evolutionary feedback rather than explicit analyses

of a network's architecture or functionality.

� Evolution of Multi-Compartmental Neurons. As with most classical ANNS, the

connectivity experiments ignore the potential of the physical attributes of arti�cial neurons,

such as dendritic tree size, segment lengths and neurite diameters. Prompted by [Mainen

and Sejnowski, 1996] we are investigating the relationship between neural morphology and

functionality using multi-compartmental neuron models [Rust and Adams, 1999]. Using

this approach we are able to generate neurons with speci�c and complex activity spike

patterns as illustrated in Figure 3.

4 Future Directions

� Neural Functionality. Combining 3 dimensional morphology from the simulator and

multi-compartmental models will enable more neural models to be investigated, beyond

simple `integrate-and-�re' models. Areas of potential interest include active dendrite mod-

els and the e�ects of the spatial arrangement of synapses on the the �ring patterns of

neurons [Mel, 1994].

� Libraries of Neurons. Evolving classes of neurons with speci�c geometries and function-

ality will allow such classes to be simply called into the design process of neural systems.

The classes can provide basic neuron primitives with which to instigate designs. Devel-

opmental self-organisation will enable the basic classes of neurons to adapt and �ne-tune

themselves to their environment. This provides a stepping-o� point to investigate the

evolution of modular neural systems where the morphology and connectivity of neurons

within separate modules can be di�erent.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Architecture and functionality of an evolved retina. (a) A portion of an evolved

network. (b) An example input image. (c) Output image.
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Figure 3: Evolution of spike train patterns in a compartmental neuron model. (a) Best evolved

neuron. (b) Output spike trains: target spike train - dotted line, evolved spike train - solid line.

� Dynamic Architectures. The developmental rules may be arbitrarily combined to build

programmes of development with di�ering complexities. Rules may be continuously active

or be activated in particular sequences. This permits the neural architectures on which the

rules act to be dynamic and adaptive. For example, architectures could self-repair through

neurons re-sprouting axons and dendrites to form new connections.
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